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- STOP
About us
F-Stop is not just a club for serious Photographers or people with expensive cameras; it is a club which has been specifically de-signed to help
beginners to progress with their photography.
Our aim is to bring people together to learn, share and have fun with photography.
If you want to take better pictures, attend Workshops and Rallies, enter your pictures and listen to the Judge’s comments then we are the Club
for you. We meet once a month on the second Wednesday, at the Church hall in Highveld Street, Kempton Park. We use the entrance in Gardenia road at 18.45pm to start 19.00pm
This magazine is produced with the results, accumulated points and winning pictures from the previous meeting, as well as articles on different
aspects of photography. A website is also available providing valuable information on photography. You can visit our website:
www.fstopphoto.co.za

A Beginner photographer starts off as a 1 star and then progresses to a 5 star working on a point system. Photos may be entered in Digital and/
or Prints allowing for 3 photos and a Theme in any of the designated categories, Nature, Pictorial, Altered reality, Photo Journalism and Portrait
(explained in the magazine). There is no pressure, you can progress at your own pace, and we are all very relaxed at the club.
We would like to take the opportunity to thank you for showing interest in our club by downloading our Free digital magazine, for you to
browse through and we are looking forward to you possibly joining with our club.
Club Chairman

2020 COMMITTEE MEMBERS
CHAIRMAN
Arnold Bester / 083 252 6477
Arnold@aabcreations.co.za
VICE CHAIRMAN & DIGITAL CO-ORDINATOR
Peter Connan / 078 456 3980
pietconnan@gmail.com

AFFILIATED MEMBER

TREASURER
Richard Hudson / 082 419 0727
richardh@wurth.co.za
DOOR ACCESS & HOST
Rickus Barnard / 082 909 6327
admin@fstopphoto.co.za
SCORING
Anthony Malin / 082 571 2924
malinanthony@gmail.com
ASSISTANT
Mike Huggins / 082 484 4467
mpjhuggins@gmail.com
SECRETARY-None Committee member
Anita Bester / 083 409 9747
admin@fstopphoto.co.za
EDITOR-None Committee member
Annaline Werth
editor@fstopphoto.co.za
PRO—info@fstopphoto.co.za

F-STOP DISCLAIMER
This is the official monthly in-house magazine of F-Stop Photographic Society of Kempton Park.

IMPORTANT

By virtue of submitting any entry, the image author permits F-Stop Photographic Society to reproduce all or part of
the entered material
free of charge for inclusion in the monthly magazine, local press or F-Stop Website, unless otherwise stated by the author.
All other images are courtesy of Google Images and remain the property of the original Image Author.
Credit given to Image Authors where possible.
No part of this magazine may be used or reproduced without the written consent of the existing chairman.
This magazine is free of charge and may not be sold.
ALL QUERIES MAY BE RAISED WITH THE CLUB CHAIRMAN.

PREVIOUS ISSUES 2020

SUGGESTIONS & ARTICLES
Please let us know what you want to see in your magazine. More articles?
More images? More tutorials? More about the members? Please tell us.
Send your news to the editor: editor@fstopphoto.co.za
The F-Stop Photographic Society Camera Club is proudly
affiliated with the PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
www.pssa.co.za

Club Meetings

General club information



Held every second Wednesday of each month

FEES STRUCTURE

Venue: NH Chruch Kempton park noord

Main Member: R420
Additional Member: R300
Pensioners: R170
Scholars: R170

99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street

Time: 18:45 for 19:00pm

Next meeting: 14 October 2020


BANKING DETAILS
CAPITEC BANK
Acc No: 138 45 45 709 Branch: 470010

SET SUBJECTS 2020

October Theme : Kitchen Utensils

Acc Type: Savings
REF: Name & Surname

Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixel (the width must be
either 1920 pixels or the height must be 1080 pixels or both)
sRGB colour space and less than 2MB in file size



SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS:



WEBSITE: www.fstopphoto.co.za



FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/Fstopphotographic/



WHATSUP: Please ask Anita Bester to add you to the whats’app group



PHTOVAULT: www.photovaultonline.co.za– To enter Salon competition
(PSSA)



PUBLICATION : Newsletters, Kempton express, club website and Facebook,
If you do NOT want your images to be published in the local paper or on our
club website, please contact: editor before the 15 of each month.

( Due before 31 April Yearly )



SALON Acceptances

Do not forget to send your Salon acceptance
results to:

Info@fstopphoto.co.za
Remember all members, Salon acceptances and
Com’s will help you
progress in your star levels

EDITOR’S NOTE

Greetings !

Greetings all our member!!
We have no Theme in December, please see on page 13, the year en competition for
more details how to enter for 2020 Competition.

Our theme for November is “Silhouette” .

Please be safe during the Lockdown, world wide epidemic Covid 19. Call
centre number Hotline:

0800 029 999

Enjoy this month’s magazine!
Annaline Werth - editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Please joined our Face book page : https://www.facebook.com/Fstopphotographic/

Address: NG Kerk Kempton park Noord, 99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street..

November THEME
Silhouette

IMAGES FROM:
www.1stweb designer.com
www.Fine art america.com
www.jotform.com
www. Photography journal.com
Www.webneel.com
Www.photography magazine.com

JUDGING & SCORING
BRONZE: 1 Point:

Fair Photo

IMAGE NAMING
Your title should look like this:
STAR GRADE_CATEGORY_TITLE_NAME AND SURNAME.JPEG

SILVER:

2 Points: Average Photo

GOLD:

3 Points: Good Photo, conforming to all the criteria.

(1_NA_Eyes on you_Arnold Bester.JPEG)

COM:

5 Points: Excellent Photo, exceeding all the criteria.

For added dimension to your image
try to stick to a maximum of 2 to 3 words.

BEST OF GRADE:

1 Extra Point

IMAGE CATEGORIES
ALTERED REALITY (AR):
Computer
generated
images. Must stimulate the
Grey Whale
Cove: 1/4images.
secondManipulated
at f/16,
viewer’s
ISO 100 mind through creative use of line, form and colour.
PHOTOJOURNALISM (PJ):

DIGITAL SIZING
LANDSCAPE
Maximum 1920 Pixels
on Horizontal Axis

PORTRAIT
Maximum
1080 Pixels
on Vertical Axis

Storytelling pictures. Documentary Pictures. Human Interest.
No manipulation allowed that alters the truth. Journalistic
value of picture weigh more than pictorial quality.

NATURE (NA):
Wildlife, botanicals, birds, landscapes.
No human elements, manipulation, tamed
animals, farm or zoo animals, hybrid plants
or flowers are allowed.

PORTRAIT (PO):
Head and shoulders or full figure of
person(s) / animal(s). Studio.

PICTORIAL (PI):
Open category. Images that aren’t defined
in any other category.

THEME (TH):
Subject selected by committee every month.
Image creativity is at the discretion of the
author but must have relevance to
the theme. Manipulation allowed.

MAXIMUM FILE SIZE IS
2MB SRGB Colour Space

PRINT SIZING
The minimum acceptable size for
printed images is 15 x 20 cm
(‘Jumbo’), however the ideal size for
club judging is A4 or 10” x 15”.
(Slightly smaller than A3).
Mounting of prints is optional.
It is advisable to use neutral colours
when mounting prints as to not detract
from the image itself. And as with
digital, keep your print titles short.

STAR CRITERIA
1 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus,
element of composition, picture clean & well presented.

2 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition,
picture clean and well presented, some impact and
some knowledge of when to crop.

3 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well
presented, impact (now a strong requirement), knowledge of when and how to crop
when needed.

4 STAR: Should show a full grasp of all the above principles. Should show work of
entry
levelatNational
Salon3200
Standard.
1/200th
f/2.8, ISO

5 STAR (& HIGHER): National Salon Standard Entry Level, International Salon Standard.

PROMOTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
AS YOU MOVE FROM GRADE TO GRADE
POINTS DO NOT CARRY FORWARD,
BUT SALON ACCEPTANCES DO.

30 Points

08 Golds/COMS

2-3 STAR:

60 Points

15 Golds/COMS

3-4 STAR:

80 Points

20 Golds/Coms

3-4 STAR:

160 Points 40 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

120 Points 30 Golds/Coms

with 25 Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

240 Points 60 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

NOTE:

MEETING DATES
14 October 14
11 November 11
02 December 02
13 January 13

MONTHLY THEMES

1-2 STAR:

5-5 STAR (Honours): 100 Golds/Coms

F-STOP
CALENDAR

OCTOBER : Kitchen Utensils
with 5 Salon Acceptances

with 50 Salon Acceptances

3-4 Star Max 18 Per Category 4-5 Star Max 21 Per Category

NOVEMBER: Silhouette
DECEMBER: No Theme—Year end
competition
JANUARY: Vibrant colours

OCTOBER:
06 Hendrik vd Merwe
13 Mike Huggings
14 Jeanette Smith
24 Anthony Malin
26 Carole Spinks
29 Nico Strydom
NOVEMBER:
15 Monica Koekmoer
21 Maryna Vermeulen

DECEMBER:
16 Martin Bester
26 Sarina Odendaal
30 Igi Badenhorst

F-STOP

Date: 2 December 2020

YEAR END COMPETITION
Have you submitted enough pictures in the various categories this year?
REMEMBER:
December is about overall submissions from the year, so entries are all about what you have submitted in 2020.
At the end of every year, the club has a year-end competition where all members can submit four photos in each category. These are judged
salon style and results are given early in the new-year. As we know, everyone has their category preferences, so you may not have photos in
some categories. If you wish to take the opportunity to submit in a wider range of categories, you still have one more chance, so have a look at
the back of the magazine for more information on the year-end competition as well as your year-to-date entiries per category. If you have any
questions, feel free to post a note on the club whatsapp group for a response.
Entry Information:
Each member may enter up to four of their best images in each of the standard categories, namely:

Pictorial; Nature; Photo Journalism; Altered Reality; and Portrait
Theme images from 2020 may also be submitted, but must be entered in one of the standard categories.
Entries are open and Star ratings do not apply.
All images must conform to the usual rules and stipulations.
Images must have been submitted during the course of 2020, regardless of the award it received.
Images will be judged “Salon Style”.
Each picture is to be labelled in the same way as for a normal club meeting.

HOW TO CROP PORTRAITS: AN ESSENTIAL GUIDE

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

Where to Crop: A Few Suggestions

As you've come along on your photographic journey, you've no doubt tackled many of the
important elements of creating a good portrait.
Lighting, exposure, and composition come immediately to mind as topics you've likely spent
countless hours learning about and practicing.
If you're like me, there is one thing that you might have overlooked in that process, something that is just as important as the three areas I listed above...
Cropping.
I know cropping isn't a very sexy topic, but how you crop your portraits can actually have a
huge impact on how viewers perceive them.
In fact, you can have an absolutely fantastic portrait from a technical and compositional
standpoint, and then totally ruin it by the way you crop the photo.
It's that big of a deal!
So, in that spirit, let's take a look at a few reminders for getting a good crop and avoiding a
bad one.

A good rule of thumb is that when cropping a portrait, look for places on the model's body that provide a natural transition.
In looking at the series of images above, there are a number of points where a crop seems more natural. For example, in the lower half of the body, below
the knee, at mid-thigh, and at the waist are ideal areas to set your crop. Although, if you intend to crop at the waist, be sure the model's arms and hands
don't fall below the crop line. In the upper half of the body, across the forearm and even across the top of the model's head often results in a pleasing image.
Note how each of the cropped versions of the image above looks natural and pleasing to the eye.
That's not just a result of good lighting and sharp focus, either. The manner in which the photo is cropped helps give it that pleasing look.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

Now let's take a look at how the same photo can be ruined by the wrong crop.
Looking at the array of images above, note how the crop is placed poorly.
In each case, something looks like it's been cut off - the toes, knees, legs, and elbows and fingers, respectively, from left to right.
In looking at these two sets of images, you might not even immediately notice much of a difference between the two.
That will change, though, because with the more practice you have in taking photos, composing photos, and cropping photos, you'll develop a keener
sense of what does and does not look good.
In fact, you'll find that how you decide to crop the portraits you create will become an integral component of your workflow - just as essential as the
lighting you use, the styling of the model, and the composition of the shot.
But as you begin to clarify that style, it's important to remember that although these are important suggestions for cropping your portraits, ultimately,
what you do is up to you!
Every photographer has a personal style of his or her own, and it's necessary that you crop your photos in a way that accentuates that style.
For some people, that might mean bending or even breaking the rules of cropping a portrait - and that's okay.
Let's explore a few in-depth tips for getting the best crop so you can begin to incorporate these techniques into your workflow as you see fit.
1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

Fill the Frame

If we're talking about the easiest approach to cropping portraits, it's filling the frame.
That means that rather than taking a wider shot like the one
above and then cropping it in post, you simply fill the frame
with your portrait subject when you take the shot.
This is advantageous for a couple of reasons.
First, when you fill the frame as you take the shot, the final
result will look different than if you crop in post. In particular,
the level of background blur will be noticeably different.

Remember, the closer you are to your subject, the greater the background blur. So, if you fill the frame when you take the shot, you'll be close to your subject and get a beautiful background. If you stand back and crop the image in post, you'll have a larger depth of field with a background that's more in focus.
The other benefit of filling the frame is that the size of the final image file isn't impacted. That means you have all the resolution of the image to work with
in post.
Conversely, if you take a wider shot and crop later on, you might only have 25 percent of the image (if that) with which to work. The end result will be an
image that has a lower resolution, less detail, and reduced sharpness.

Crop With Purpose
Whether you crop in-camera or wait until post-processing, one of the most important tips to
remember is that you need to crop with purpose.
By
that, at
I mean
1/200th
f/2.8,that
ISOyour
3200cropping points need to say to the viewer that "this was intentional" and not "oops, that was a mistake."
Unfortunately, there can be a fine line between those two things.
In looking at the image above, note how the top of the man's head is cut off.
But note that it's not just a sliver of his head, which would be an indication of a mistake.
Instead, the photographer framed the shot such that a good portion of his head was
cropped out of the image, indicating that they wanted a tighter, more personal view of the
man's face.

In this example, note how the photographer has broken one of the rules noted above - don't
crop through joints.
The man's elbow is missing, as is the woman's shoulder.
And even though there are plenty of things to like about this image, the man's missing elbow,
in particular, looks a little odd - as if the cropping here was a mistake.
A better option might have been to shoot this portrait from a higher perspective to include
the cut off elements or to shoot the portrait in vertical format.
The point is that you need to watch the edges of the frame to ensure that if you're cropping
body parts out of the shot, that you're cropping a good portion of them.

Don't Crop at Joints

As I noted in the previous section, it's usually not advisable to crop at joints.
There's a simple reason for this - joints are often bent, and if you crop right through the joint, the visual flow feels interrupted.

https://youtu.be/m6hQU4dOkc4

Note how the image above on the left places the crop right through the man's bent knee.
As a result, we get an odd view of the back of his leg as it bends inward
Instead, moving the crop slightly upward to his thigh area, as was done on the right, eliminates that strange half-knee thing and results in a more natural
(and purposefully cropped) photo. See this tip in action in the video above from Photography Hacker.
Having said that, it's also important to ensure that when you crop, you're doing so in a way that doesn't make the model look shorter or larger than they
actually are.
If you find that cropping at the thigh makes your model look compressed, retake the shot and crop below the knee. That will result in the model looking
taller and more elongated, which is a pleasing look more often than not.

Use the Rule of Thirds

I know it's a bit cliche to mention the rule of thirds, but it truly will help you get a better crop on your portraits, no matter if you're taking a full body, half
body, or close-up shot.
Looking at the image above, note how the model's eyes align with the uppermost horizontal grid line.
Better still, the point between his eyes is right at the intersection of two grid lines, which makes for a very pleasing shot to view.
Typically, when framing up a close-up portrait, you'll want to follow this procedure (or place the model's eyes at the upper, left intersection of the grid lines.
Doing so means you get their chin and neck in the shot, which is a much better look than cutting those things off (more on that in a minute...).
Note as well how this photo appears to be cropped with purpose - the man is positioned in the corner of the shot with a good portion of his head cropped
out of the frame. There is no mistaking that this was intentional!

Never Crop the Chin
Just like you want to avoid cropping through a joint, you
want to avoid cropping through your model's chin.
It should be obvious why this is the case by looking at the
images above.
The image on the left is simply way too close. Yes, most
people would say that the cropping looks intentional, but
because the model's chin is cut off the shot just looks
strange.
What's more, as noted in the previous section, keeping the
model's face, and in particular, their eyes, in the upper portion of the frame makes for a more pleasing shot.
That's why the image on the right above feels more natural. Notice as well that the model's face looks more elongated as well, whereas, in the image on the left, her face
looks a bit squatty and square.
That's the power of cropping!

As I mentioned earlier, how you crop will become an integral component of your workflow, and will in large part help you determine how your portraits
are received.
Though it's necessary to learn the guidelines above and put them into practice, it's also important to remember that photography is art, and you will have
your own voice regarding what your photos should look like.
With that in mind, try these strategies for getting more pleasing images and commit them to memory.
Then, once you've mastered these tips, see what you can do to make them your own, adding your personal touches such that they fit better with your
aesthetic.

https://youtu.be/zkxLh4op_oo

Besides, it's fun to break the rules now and again, right?
If you need a little inspiration for becoming a portraiture rule-breaker, check out the video below by James Allen Stewart:
1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

https://www.photographytalk.com/
photography-articles/231-portraitphotography-tips/7375-how-to-cropportraits-an-essential-guide
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MIKE HUGGINS
Best of Grade / Gold
“Just Resting”

3
DAVE ROBERTS
Best of Grade & Junior / Com
“Tulips from Amsterdam”

ANITA BESTER
Best of Theme / Com
“Lockdown wine empty glass & bottle”

5

5
RICHARD HUDSON
Best of Grade & Senior & evening / Com
“Scateboarding”

E-Photo Barometer
Arnold Bester
Rickus Barnard
Anita Bester
Danny Lotter
J Smith
Dave Roberts
Ron Cox
Marthinus Odendaal
Anthony Malin
Sarina Odendaal
Mike Huggins
Nico Strydom
Daniel Lotter
Corrie Snyman
Maria Gough
Hendrik Van Der Merwe
Richard Hudson
Peter Connan
Kobus V D Berg
Dawid Hollenbach
Annaline Werth
Carole Spinks
Mike Spinks
Esaias De Bruyn
Peter Macnamara
Melissa Bell

Prints Barometer
Marthinus Odendaal
Kobus V D Berg
Sarina Odendaal
Arnold Bester

Total
Score Rank

141
111
109
107
104
103
103
102
86
82
81
68
52
50
37
37
35
32
30
28
17
13
9
8
7
6

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Total
Score Rank

39
32
31
12

1
2
3
4

Image: Richard Hudson

E - Club Awards
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Dave Roberts

Maria Gough
Daniel Lotter
Danny Lotter
5 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester

Arnold Bester

Marthinus Odendaal

Peter Macnamara
Ron Cox

Sarina Odendaal
Richard Hudson

J Smith
Nico Strydom

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

Titel

Award

Just Resting

Gold

12 Apostles
Tulips From Amsterdam
3 Roses
Behind Tree Wall
Kurrichane Thrush
Flycatcher

Gold
COM
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Misty Painting
Ellie'S Time For A Portrait
Party Mood
Lockdown Wine Empty Glass & Bottle
Resting Hover Fly
Gentleman
Lonely In Solitude
Teamwork
Anselin
Ons Twee
Colourfull Candle
Perched
Comorant At Rest
Ford Racing
Yamaha No 1
Amper Tyd
Flying High
Dragonfly
Scateboarding
Namakwaland
Kingfisher
One Arm Sand Shot
Boots

Gold
COM
COM
COM
Gold
COM
COM
Gold
COM
Gold
Gold
Gold
COM
Gold
Gold
Gold
COM
Gold
COM
Gold
COM
Gold
COM

Kakelaaar
Hangout With The Washing
Industrial Work Top

Gold
Gold
Gold

Event Bests
Best of Grade

Best of Grade - Best Junior

Best of Theme

Best of Grade - Best Senior - Best Evening

E - Awards by Category
1 STAR E-PHOTO
Corrie Snyman
Melissa Bell
Hendrik Van Der Merwe
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Esaias De Bruyn
Kobus V D Berg
Dave Roberts
Maria Gough
Daniel Lotter
Danny Lotter
4 STAR E-PHOTO
Annaline Werth
Anthony Malin
Dawid Hollenbach
Peter Connan
5 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester
Arnold Bester
Carole Spinks
Marthinus Odendaal
Mike Spinks
Peter Macnamara
Ron Cox
Sarina Odendaal
Richard Hudson
J Smith
Nico Strydom
5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

AR

NA

PI

-

10
1
7

2
1

-

2

-

PJ

PO

TH

-

1

-

1

7

1

3

3
1
5
2
9
23

9
2
11
5
1

5
2
-

2
1
8
6
3
6

2
7
8
3
4

2
6
-

5
1
4
3

13
2
14
3

5
8
2

10
1
16
2

10
2
14
4

1
4
7
3
-

7
32
23
18
30
20
42
12
3
2
1

9
32
27
1
18
6
17
5
5

2
1
27
7
6
42
17
3
1
5

8
3
58
3
6
1
29
2
1
4

9
24
3
53
7
14
16
22
3
2

1

26

35

42

11

43

Image: Dave Roberts

BEST

COM

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

STAR SCORE

YEAR
SCORE

4

3

9

2

-

50

50

2
1

-

9
1

4
1

-

37
6

8

-

14

25

-

7
5

11
4

23
28

4
24

Daniel Lotter

1

3

9

Maria Gough

1

-

Kobus V D Berg

1

Esaias De Bruyn
4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anthony Malin

E - Award Score Total

YEAR SALON

YEAR SALON
SCORE

-

-

-

37
6

-

-

-

100

81

-

-

-

-

139
157

107
103

-

-

-

4

1

52

52

-

-

-

18

6

1

68

37

-

-

-

1

15

9

1

70

30

-

-

-

1

-

16

15

-

85

8

4

4

8

5

-

6

13

-

49

86

-

-

-

1
6
5

2
7
6

12
55
39

5
36
19

1
1
-

58
279
190

32
28
17

26

17

34

21
4

25
6

71
30

4
11

1

367
147

141
109

61
9

8
4

16
8

1
8
18
2

3
24
8
-

4
86
182
97

8
23
96
96

1
2
2
8

45
425
792
493

104
103
102
82

29
9
41
1

26
-

52
-

-

3

14

10

-

77

68

-

-

-

1
4
2

5
5
7
2

8
21
41
62

1
8
22
57

1
3

52
104
207
315

35
13
9
7

15
11
-

-

-

24

30

128

30

2

620

111

81

-

-

SALON

1 STAR E-PHOTO
Corrie Snyman
Hendrik Van Der Merwe
Melissa Bell
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Danny Lotter
Dave Roberts

Peter Connan
Dawid Hollenbach
Annaline Werth
5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Anita Bester
J Smith
Ron Cox
Marthinus Odendaal
Sarina Odendaal
Nico Strydom
Richard Hudson
Carole Spinks
Mike Spinks
Peter Macnamara
5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

What is PSSA?
Mission Statement
The Photographic Society of South Africa was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization.
PSSA aims:
to bring together all people interested in photography;
to promote the highest possible standards of photography;
to promote the interests of photography amongst all its members.
PSSA represents its members and fosters their interests at all levels.
What is PSSA?
The Photographic Society of South Africa is the officially recognised Body representing photographers in Southern Africa. It is the South African equivalent of the Photographic Society of America to whom it is affiliated. PSSA is an autonomous Society and through its affiliations affords members contact with the international affairs of photography.
PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and associated efforts of individuals and clubs into one strong unit.
The Society is recognised by Government through the Performing Arts Council. It is consulted on aspects affecting photography in South Africa as well as being able to negotiate protection and exemption for photographic clubs and members.
The Society monitors and censors images deemed unfit for public viewing.
PSSA provides medals to and participates in the organisation of National and International Photographic Salons.
Honours are bestowed and awards made by the Society. These titles and honours are respected throughout the world.
A Photographic Congress is staged each year in conjunction with the Annual General Meeting of the Society. This affords photographers a platform to meet fellow photographers
and hear speakers who are recognised as leading authorities in their particular fields.
The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors elected by the members.
The day to day operations of the Society are carried out by an Executive Committee, which is responsible to the Board of Directors. The Society consists of a number of divisions,
which are controlled by individual Chairmen who are also responsible to the Directors. They must provide a quarterly report to the Executive Committee and Directors. PSSA pub-

lishes a magazine named IMAGE, which covers all aspects of the Society's activities and photography in general.
Annually a directory is published containing the names and addresses of all members and member clubs, together with the Society's Honours and Awards holders.
A copy of the Society's Memorandum and Articles of Association is available on this website under About Us.

Join Today!!!
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5th Southern suburbs national

12.09.2020
26.09.2020

9th AFO National
PSSA up and Coming Competition

03.10.2020

8Th Swartland Intl

11.10.2020

International Circuit Camera Obscura

17.10.2020

1st Eden Photographic society Salon

31.10.2020

2nd Savas National

07.11.2020

Midlens 1st Nature National

PSSA SPONSERS

PLEASE VISIT:

www.pssa.co.za

SUPPORT STEVE - AT GLEN ACRES

-

Shop L48/49 Sandton City
(011) 884 8036
sales@cameralandsandton.co.za
www.cameralandsandton.co.za

